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This is an amazing true story of a female civilian employee of the Army Corps of Engineers in

Basrah and Nasiriyah, Iraq. She was riding in a truck with other men when a roadside bomb

destroyed the vehicle. Her body was so severely damaged that there was no possible way she

could live. She vividly recounts her Near Death Experience when she went out of the body to the

spirit world. There it was decided that her work on Earth was not done and with the help of spirit

guides, they repaired the body so she could reenter it. She retained the conscious memory of what

happened and during the time in the hospital, more details returned. This is the amazing story of a

survival in wartime conditions. This has happened to many others in Iraq, but how many remember

the spirit side of the experience?Before this experience, Sudman was dubious about anything that

smacked of the paranormal. This experience made her a believer. She shares her story here for the

first time to demonstrate that the paranormal is normal and to assist others who have had similar

experiences.This is a book for anyone interested in near death experiences and out of body

experiences. It is one of the first such book to come out of the Iraq conflict.
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The morning I received this book in the post I put it to one side with the intention of reading it in my

next coffee break. A few coffee breaks of reading this book I thought would probably allow me to

finish it with ease. Three weeks later however I was still reading.What I am making reference to is

the somewhat lightweight appearance of the book. Whilst noticing an attractive and appealing front



cover design and a somewhat intriguing title, I had to admit to myself - I had seen bigger books!This

however turned out to be a classic case of appearance vs. reality. The book was not a quick read by

any means, even for a relatively fast reader such as myself. Moreover it was challenging,

conceptually weighty, witty, engrossing, intriguing, and had plenty of both substance and style to

it.In the preface of the book the author relates how she initially hesitated over the idea of publishing

a book discussing her near death experience. Observing the already substantial literature currently

available in bookstores she questioned the virtue of adding yet another NDE book to the

bookshelves, wary of an already saturated market for this genre of book. Her final choice, to publish

anyway, was a good one. This was no doubt due to the realization that she had something

genuinely original and fresh to offer this particular genre. For someone such as myself, already

familiar with transcendental NDEs (and by transcendental I mean more extensive than simply

`popping' out of the body, observing what color tie that cardiologist was wearing and `popping' back

in the body again) this book still managed to provide further improved understanding of many of the

metaphysical concepts I had come across in previous similar publications.
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